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1. Are students required to bring a computing device to 
school?   

Yes, all students in Years 7-12 are required to bring their 
device to school.  

2. Who is responsible for my computing device if I bring 
it to school? 

Students are responsible for their device at all times. 

3. What will happen if I use the device inappropriately? 
The consequences of any breaches of this policy will be 
determined by the principal, in accordance with the school’s 
welfare and discipline policies. The student device is intended as a personal learning tool. 

4. I can’t get my device to connect to the network. Can I get some help from 
someone?  
The technicians in the Computing Staffroom located in A block will be able to assist you 
with this before school as well as during recess and lunch. 

5. I need to print the assignment I just completed; will I be able to do this? 

Students will not have the capacity to print from their BYO device. School computers can 
be used for printing purposes. 

6. Do I need to buy a new device, or will an existing one be OK? 
Any device is fine, as long as it meets the requirements outlined in the minimum 
specifications document. 

7. Will the Students have access to the same software as the school computers? 
Devices must have software or apps that allow for: 

 internet browsing   

 note taking (OneNote recommended) 
 word processing 

 creating spreadsheets  
 creating presentations 

Students can download free Microsoft & Adobe software at bit.ly/byodsoftware. 
8. Who is responsible for any repairs or updating of personal computing devices? 

Families who own the personal computing device will be responsible for organising repairs 
and updates. 

9. Who is responsible for damage, loss, or theft of devices your child brings to 
school? 
Devices are the sole responsibility of the student. CHHS accepts no responsibility for the 
security or safety of the device. 


